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VALE SOS RIP
As Teleprinters and Tress sealed the doom of Landline Morse Telegraphy, Satellite communication did likewise to
Wireless Telegraphy (Henceforth WT). And with the introduction of the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System
(Henceforth GMDSS) in 1987 the days of the maritime distress signal SOS were also numbered.
The box office hit film ‗Titanic‘ which was produced several years ago sparked a lot of interest in the origin of SOS and
other disaster calls and there were many inquiries about their origin. This prompted Dots And Dashes , the official organ
of the Morse Telegraph Club Inc. of Dillon S.Washington USA to research the subject. Much of the following was
extracted from their findings.
The efforts of Heinrich Hertz, who discovered electromagnetic waves (radio waves) and Guglielmo Marconi , who took
up on Hertz‘ findings and is credited with the invention and development of WT, at last gave ships a means of long
distance communication with each other and with Coastal Radio Stations (Henceforth CRS). Prior to that, once ships left
port and sailed over the horizon, nothing more was known until, hopefully, they arrived at their port of destination.
The first use of WT in communicating the need for assistance came in 1899 when the East Goodwin Lightship marking
the South Eastern English coast was rammed in fog by the SS R.F.Matthews. A call requesting assistance was
transmitted to a shore base at South Foreland and help was despatched. By 1904 many British Trans-Atlantic ships were
equipped with WT.
With the advent of WT, Wireless Operators were in great demand and many came from the ranks of post office
telegraphists. In Britain a general call on landline circuits was ‗CQ‘ which preceded time signals and special notices. It
was therefore natural that ‗CQ‘ went to sea with the operators and was soon adopted by both ships and CRS as a general
call meaning ‗All Stations‘.
At the first International congress of WT in 1903 the subject of distress calls was brought up and the Italians suggested
that ‗SSSDDD‘ be used to signal an emergency. Although discussed it was not adopted and the subject was put on the
agenda for the next meeting in 1906. In the meantime the Marconi company suggested ‗CQD‘ and most ships and CRS
commenced using this signal. Although generally accepted to mean ‗Come Quick Danger‘ this was not the case. It was
the general call followed by ‗D‘ meaning distress. A strict interpretation would be ‗All Stations, Distress‘
At the second conference held in Berlin in 1906, the subject of a danger signal was again raised and the Germans
suggested ‗SOE‘ as it was already being used by them. Considerable discussion ensued but there was objection because
the final letter was a single dot, hard to copy in adverse conditions. It was eventually decided to substitute the letter E
with the letter S making the signal ‗SOS‘ This was agreed to by all delegates and adopted worldwide. Contrary to
popular belief the letters did not stand for ‗Save Our Souls‘ ‗Send Out Succour‘ or anything so melodramatic, it was
chosen specifically because of its easy radiation and unmistakable character. It was to be transmitted together as one
string, not as single letters.
Although from 1906, ‗SOS‘ was the official International signal for distress, the signal ‗CQD‘ continued to be used quite
frequently especially on British ships where it originated. It is well documented in the log of SS Carpathia and elsewhere
that the first distress signal received from the R.M.S. Titanic on April 14th 1912 was ‗CQD CQD CQD‘ followed by
their callsign ‗MGY MGY MGY‘. Later the operators on the Titanic, First Radio Officer Jack Phillips and Second Radio
Officer Harold Bride also used ‗SOS‘ intermittently with ‗CQD‘. The United States of America did not officially adopt
‗SOS‘ until 1912, when they also ceased the use of American Morse on seagoing vessels. However American Morse
survived for many years with ships plying the Great Lakes.
Besides ‗CQD‘ and ‗SOS‘, other signals used were ‗XXX‘ (for urgent messages), ‘‗TTT‘ which preceded warnings for
ice, storms & other navigational hazards, and ‗MEDICO‘ when a doctor was needed. ‗CQD‘ was phased out during
WW1.
The last recorded use of ‗SOS‘ being used by a ship in waters surrounding Western Australia was when the tanker Kirki
lost its bow off Lancelin several years ago. Its initial distress call of ‗SOS‘ in Morse was intercepted by the Radio
Operator at Perth International Telecommunications Centre at Gnangara. They later communicated by voice radio. The
call for assistance with voice radio is ‗Mayday‘. This is derived from the French word m‘aidez which means ‗help me‘.
At 12 midnight GMT on the 31 st January 1999 Wireless Telegraphy was declared obsolete and ‗SOS‘ was replaced
worldwide by the International Marine Organization with GMDSS. The chilling call of ‗SOS‘ became silent forever.
PS – ICQ ( I Seek You ) is now a chat line on the Internet – Today‘s younger generation would be surprised to know it
was first used over 100 years ago with Morse Telegraphy for basically the same purpose. Another example of how the
Internet has several similarities with the old time Electro Magnetic Telegraph.
RBX
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News from Peter Shaw:
2009 sees two important 150th anniversaries of telegraph lines in NSW/Victoria.
n March, it will be 150 years since the privately constructed line from Deniliquin to Moama was put into
service. It was built by farmers/graziers who were sending stock south. The only Murray River crossing was
at Maiden‘s Punt at Moama and an operator travelling with the drovers would ensure that arrival at the
punt coincided with it being available for use.
The telegraph station—150 years later—is controlled by the Friends of Old Moama. It is a museum of local
history as well as a telegraph station which may be put on line for special events.
October sees the 150th anniversary of the telegraph line from Melbourne to Cape Otway, which was then
connected to a submarine cable via King Island to Tasmania. The cable only lasted for a few months before
it was broken by constant wear on undersea reefs. The cable station was then moved to nearby Apollo Bay.
The telegraph station at Cape Otway continued as an important part of shipping communications for many
years. Operators would interrogate approaching sailing ships and then pass the information, which they
received by semaphore, onto Queenscliff and Williamstown. It is reported that on some days more than a
hundred ships passed the Cape during the gold rush era.
Morsecodians from Bendigo operate the stations at Moama and Cape Otway. The latter station is opened
for three days in August each year for International Light House weekend.
Bendigo continues to open twice weekly and Bendigo operators handle much of the traffic from
Beechworth. In 2008, I received 1933 telegrams on line, the majority being from Beechworth. There are
now five operators working on the roster at Beechworth. Three of them travel from Albury/Wodonga (about
40 kms) and one from Wangaratta (just a bit less travel involved).
Best wishes to all for 2009

Peter Shaw

Maurie Challinor‘s Telegraph office setup in Auckland.

As the captions on the photo indicate, I have separate gear for [the internet programs] CwCom and
MorseKOB. The KOB setup uses a serial loop interface which requires a key switch to open and close the
circuit. The bugs are locally made copies of Vibroplex bugs. The KOB sounder is British and the CwCom
sounder is an American made Mesco.
More info at:
http://home.earthlink.net/~n7rz/morse/techdocs/loopinterface.pdf

Maurie
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THUNDERSTRUCK a book by Eric Larson
Graham Sinclair writes:
I have just finished reading a book which would be enjoyed by anyone interested in the history of
Wireless telegraphy.
The title is ―Thunderstruck‖ by Erik Larson, published by Random House, so it‘s fairly recent.
It tells parallel stories of Marconi and his trials and tribulations in getting his invention accepted and the
role of wireless telegraphy in the capture of Dr. Crippen, the cellar murderer. The story of Crippen‘s arrest
is well known, but the author goes into the background of Crippen and the circumstances leading to his
decision to do away with his wife.
A fascinating aspect is that Crippen was totally oblivious to the fact that the Captain of the vessel on which
he and his lover were travelling, hopefully to a new life in Quebec, had recognised them.
Telegraph messages were sent to Scotland Yard but were also intercepted by other vessels and ultimately
found their way to newspapers. Consequently the whole world knew that Crippen would be arrested when
the ship berthed which was a nasty surprise for him.
Larson‘s exhaustive research gives a clear picture of the personalities of Marconi and Crippen, and there is
much detail of Marconi‘s work done in setting up experiments to prove the capabilities of wireless
transmission. It was not until quite late in his career that Marconi discovered that short waves worked
much better than the long wave system he had pioneered.

From Phil at Eden Killer Whale Museum Eden NSW.
It has been encouraging to see traffic figures continuing to increase with 80 more telegrams transmitted
than for the same period last year. An event creating interest was the ―Henty field days‖, whilst not
particularly busy, it continued to help ―Keep Morse Alive‖, and no doubt some spin off for our venue.
The Jacaranda Festival at Grafton, again coincided with the Eden Whale Festival. Tom Collins from Sydney
Morsecodians joined me again this year for which I was grateful. We operated from the office of the
Sapphire Coast Marine Discovery Centre at Snug Cove Wharf and were also joined by our local assistant
Kevin Barber. A total of 57 messages were sent and 44 received over the Whale Festival period.
The recent Greencape Lighthouse Open Weekend for their 125th anniversary was surprisingly well
supported despite the gale force/cold winds. A total of 101 telegrams were transmitted over the two day
period.
Tamworth Country Music Festival Telegraph Special Event 17th January—24th January 2009
Armadale Replica Post and Telegraph Office WA receiving station.
Figures of traffic received at Armadale were 140 for Australia and 15 Overseas.
The overall traffic figures were well down compared to previous years, disappointing for all.
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BASSENDEAN RAIL TRANSPORT MUSEUM

NOV 2008

About 800 visitors attended ‗Railfest‘, at the Bassendean Rail Transport Museum recently.
Attended were Tom Blinco, Richie Bright, Huck Fathers, Alan Jolley, David Murray and Des Ravenscroft.
They handled a total of 85 messages.

David Murray

Huck Fathers

Des Ravenscroft

An article appeared in The West Australian newspaper recently about pioneers who braved the rigours of the
Kimberley in the 50s and 60s sharing their tales of adventure.
―Mr Ammon and his banking colleague in Kununurra were issued with new pistols to guard the bank‘s cash.
They later found, to their humiliation, that the weapons didn‘t fire– they‘d not replaced the fake bullets that
had come with the guns.
Never mind. If they‘d shot anyone, it would have taken a long time for the news to break.
―If we had an urgent message, we‘d write out a telegram, take it to the Post Office for delivery to the 6pm
plane to Darwin, where it would be transmitted to Adelaide and then across to Perth,‖ he says.
A reply would follow the reverse route, taking two or three days to arrive.
From Col Hopkins.
―I was going through a fair at Yokine recently and I spotted an Olivetti Lettera 82 typewriter in good condition.
I immediately thought of the Morsecodians and members who have been saying they wanted to learn to
receive properly and of course it would be on a typewriter.
I thought it might be an idea to advertise it in the next ―Messenger‖ and it would be available at the next
meeting in February ‗09.‖
If any Morsecodian cannot attend the next meeting but is interested, give Col a ring on 9271-8931
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Ronald Eric Brinkworth.

1933—2008

Ron commenced his PO career as JPO at Bassendean in Jan 1948 and finished up as Postmaster GR3 Pinjarra July 1983.
To quote Ron‘s words: ― I had a bloody good hand—never used a jigger!‖ He first worked morse lines, sending only as JPO in
early 1949. Postmaster was Bill Edwards—great morse man—who taught me as a JPO at Bassendean, he had me sending live
traffic under his supervision. First real experience was at Brisbane St PO with Tom Ridge in 1951, after end of training school
(Instructors—Don Cameron, Alec Fleay, Jack Morgan and Norm Doig).
I was at Katanning as P/C 3rd Divn in 1952/3 when Jeff Cousins made a sweep through a lot of offices on a staff reduction
drive. At that stage, there were 3 P/C‘s there plus SPC2. The other 2 were both 4th Div, so one of them was to be transferred.
Mackay was in his 50‘s, married and owned his home, and Bert Hatton has recently married a local girl. I spoke to Jeff about
it—he said he could give me a metro relief job, I generously agreed to move back to the city!
Metro 2 was fairly new at that stage and the job was designated ―Metro and Country Relief‖. However, the country part only
extended to RAAF Pearce, Gingin, Toodyay, Northam and York unlike a couple of other metro/country relief jobs which
seemed to cover Esperance to Wyndham and places in-between. The metro part covered S Perth, Como and then out Albany
Highway as far as Armadale then swept round to cover from Maylands to Midland. Although my 3rd Div seniority was only
Feb 1950, I spent a lot of time as PM2 Toodyay and SPC2 Northam as those senior to me would not go ‗bush‘.
I have vivid memories of Christmas dinner in Wyndham (1964). The lineman at Turkey Creek –Ron Langridge– was on leave
and Tony Shaw was relieving. Tony arrived in Wyndham Xmas eve morning– could not stand the boredom at the Creek.
―Do you and your wife eat scrub turkey?‖ So, Christmas dinner—2 P/C‘s and P.A, plus Tony, my wife and 2 kids and I sat
down to a turkey dinner. I did the right thing and Tony got the first drum stick. Kev Gardiner (Waroona) John Locke (the other
PC) Dennis Jacoora (P.A) plus me and my family all had a great feed—when I noticed Tony seemed to be having trouble with
his drum stick. Even a few ―EB‘s‖ didn‘t seem to help. When I asked him what the trouble was– he said: ― I left my bloody
false teeth at Turkey Creek!‖
My promotion to SPC2 Katanning saw me jump a lot of much senior PC‘s and SPC1‘s—mention Katanning and mr L.I
(Lenny) Carroll and you‘ll know why the field for the job was small. Applications for the job closed Thursday (as usual) and
at footy training that evening (Postals) - Stan Robson said to me- ―Dad said to start packing for Katanning‖. Stan‘s Dad was
Supt PO Fred Robson! At that stage Katanning of course was on teleprinters so I had no more morse work.
It was a bit of a shock then to go to Wyndham and find PC Kev Gardiner sitting on the morse from 8.30a to GB with only me
to relieve him. Soon got back into the swing, tho it took a couple of days to really get to grips with Billy Balaams rolling style!
The second PC was one of the ‗new breed‘ of boys with no morse—great on Tress etc but not much use on a morse line! Kev
Gardiner used one of the 3 handle jiggers (auto dashes) which he had really tuned up and had very little problem pushing
through Wyndham to Perth.
On the other hand, I was always (still am) a solid ―hand man‖ - and could keep up the steady 25 wpm plus that we needed to
keep up with the huge amount of traffic in those days—no phone out of town at all until well into Clarrie Hutton‘s time, he
followed me in mid ‘64. When the line between Wyndham—Derby went out, we worked radio morse to Derby where Bert
Gresele would sit for days at times, his receiving was in a class of its own. As well as radio to Derby, we often sent batches of
up to 100 telegrams via the M.M.A F27 aircraft to Darwin when our line was down. It would sometimes take the lineman from
Turkey Creek a week to get to a ―break‖ during the ‘WET‘.

Vale Ron
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Take on the challenge of learning American
Morse code ?
See http://home.earthlink.net/~n7rz/morse/

MorseKOB is a program I developed for
doing landline telegraphy and American Morse
with the help of a computer.
I‘ve used it both as a practice tool while
learning the code and as a way of
communicating in Morse with experienced
operators over the Internet.
While using the program I‘ve met some great
people on ―the wire‖.
Les Kerr

